Student assistant

wanted

with a major in

Computer Science, and Bioinformatics

or related majors

– 12 hours/week –

For a period of five months (Dec 2017 – April 2018)

The Environmental Safety Group at KIST Europe is looking for a student assistant to support and strengthen our international team. Our group’s research focuses on the environmental health and safety, and chemical risk assessment highlighted and required in the field of global chemical regulations.

Responsibilities:

■ Assistance with programming tasks for developing a website and applications

Requirements:

■ Excellent knowledge of the English Language
■ Programming experience (ASP.NET, VB.NET, and CSS)
■ Experience on developing web tools would be advantageous

We offer:

■ A good working environment & flexible working hours
■ A convenient location situated directly on campus

Please send your application with your CV (in English) via e-mail at Dr. Jongwoon Kim.
E-mail: jwkim@kist-europe.de